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We prove here that certain differential operators are saturated. To prove that 
L is saturated is to prove an approximation theorem, to the general effect that if 
f is not a solution of L( f) = 0, then any g can be approximated by finite linear 
combinations of compositions off with those transformations of the domain off 
into itself that take solutions into solutions. Let us be more precise. 
Let L be a linear partial differential operator on functions of n real variables, 
and let Ll denote the closure, in C(lR”) of the set of those functions f in the 
domain of L for which L(f) = 0. Here, C(R”) is the space of continuous 
complex-valued functions on [w” in the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact sets. Let S = S, denote the semigroup of continuous mappings r of 
(we into [w” such that f 0 T E Ll whenever f E Ll. Say that a function f E C(W) 
is S-mean-automorphic if span {f 0 T: 7 E S}, the span of the orbit off under S, 
is not dense in C(R”). Finally, say that L is saturated if every S-mean-auto- 
morphic function belongs to Ll. We could, more generally, take everything to be 
defined on a proper region in (w” with no essential change in the ideas. 
In [2], it was essentially proved that L = @/(ax, ax, ... ax,) is saturated, and 
in [l] it was proved, among other things, that the Laplacian on R2 is saturated. 
We generalize here the theorem of [2], using a different method of proof. The 
method of [2] also involved duality, but used geometrical arguments about 
distorting certain measures, whereas the method of this paper involves differen- 
tiations with respect to certain parameters, and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
It would be good to devise a general method that would extend to other operators, 
but we do not know how. 
THEOREM. On IF?, the operators L = am/( ax, ax, ... ax,), vi < II are 
saturated. 
Proof. For x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) E R”, let us write x = (x1 , xa ,..., 3i,, ; Y) = 
(X; Y) where XE Rm and Y E R-“. 
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It is easy to show (although we do not use this fact here) that Ll consists of all 
functionsf that may be written in the form 
f(x) = 4(X1 ; Y) + F,(& ; Y) + ... + F&L ; Y), 
where Xi E UP-l denotes X with the variable xi deleted. It should be mentioned 
that the space of all such functions is closed in C([w”) because they are precisely 
the functions f for which dh,f = 0 for all h, where A: = A:; A2 ... A:; and 
A!$( f)(x) = f(xr ,..., xi + hi ,..., x,) - f(xl ,..., xi ,..., x,). Now S contains 
the semigroup S’ of the transformations 7 that act as follows: 
xi ++ 94% ; Y) i = I,..., m 
xi * 94(y) i = m + I,..., n. 
We will actually prove that if f is S’-mean-automorphic, then f E LI, which is a 
stronger claim than that of the theorem. 
Remark. The case m = 1 is worth a moment’s discussion to clarify what the 
theorem says. It says that if f really depends on xi , then by taking linear com- 
binations of functionsjo T where 7 has the form xi -+ vi(x) and xi + &(xs ,..., x,) 
if i > 2, we can approximate anyg E C(lP). 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the 
Riesz representation theorem, it is enough to prove that if f $ LI then p = 0 if 
p is a measure of compact support in Iw” such that 
s f(W) 444 = 0, 
VT E S. (1) 
Suppose p # 0. Let us suppose first thatfE CIIE(llP), i.e., has continuous partial 
derivatives of order m, and let us also suppose that p is absolutely continuous with 
respect to dx = dx, . . . . . dx, . We will soon see how to remove these additional 
hypotheses. From (1) we have, for arbitrary rli E C(KPm+r), i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
s fbdx, ; Y> + W&I ; Yh ~&rn ; Y) + wm(xm ; Y); V’)) 444 = 0, 
where Y(Y) = (IClm+r(Y),..., I/%(Y)). Now compute P/(&i &, ... &,) at pi = 
c2 = ... =E, =Otoget 
where 
J WPlh ; YL P)m(X, ; Y); u’(Y)) G(x) 444 = 0, 
and 
G(x) = 4x1; Y) . rldx, ; y) . . . . . rl,(x, ; y) 
F= ?f ax,ax,-.ax, * 
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By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we see that the linear combinations of func- 
tions of the form of G are dense in C( UP) and so 
for all g E C(FP), and hence for all Bore1 measurable functions g. Writing 
d&c) = A!!(X) dx and choosingg(x) = (F(T(x)) M(x))*, where * denotes complex 
conjugation, we see that 
s I F(T(x))(~ I M(x)12 dx = 0 Qr E S’, 
and soF(~(x)) M(x) = 0, a.e., (dx). Since there is an x,, that is a point of density 
of (x: M(x) # O>, we see by the continuity of F that F(T(x,,)) = 0, QT E S’. But 
S’ acts transitively on UP, so we see that F(x) = 0 for all x, and therefore that 
f ELI, contrary to hypothesis. 
To remove the condition that fs Cm, we regularize by convolving with a C” 
approximate identity 6, of compact support. More precisely, defining the measure 
p7forrES‘bySgdp7 =sg 0 7 dp, we see easily from (1) that for t E [FB” 
s f(t - 4 44x) = 0 
from which we get 
We conclude from the first argument that f * S, E Ll, and so f E Ll, on taking the 
limit as k + co. To make p absohttely continuous, we similarIy convolve TV with 
an absolutely continuous measure of compact support. The details are left to 
the reader. 
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